For any scientific activity concerning climate variability, atmospheric dynamics of any layer up to the thermosphere and above has to be taken into account, since there exists a number of processes that couple different regions of the atmosphere. These processes are relevant for any description of the atmospheric system and thus their knowledge is necessary for climate description and climate change signal detection, for instance. One of these coupling processes is through the propagation of gravity waves that can be registered best in the mesospheric heights due to the large wave amplitudes there. The global atmospheric community is now interested in the vertical coupling of the different regions of the Earth's atmosphere and hence the programs like Climate and Weather of Sun Earth System (CAWSES) are being realized.

Gravity waves play a crucial role in coupling different regions of the Earth's atmosphere. Mainly generated in the lower atmosphere, gravity waves propagate upwards, with wave amplitudes increasing with height owing to conservation of momentum. At higher altitudes they get dissipated by various processes and thus contribute significantly to the momentum and energy budget of the middle and upper atmosphere. Divergence/convergence of the momentum fluxes carried by the gravity waves accelerate/decelerate the mean flow which in turn is partly responsible for the generation and maintenance of Quasi Biennial Oscillation (QBO) and Semi Annual Oscillation (SAO), which are the characteristic features of the equatorial middle atmospheric region. Once the contribution of gravity waves is quantified, it will be very helpful to parameterize these waves in the general circulation models, which are otherwise posing a great challenge to the scientific community. The difficulty in parameterising these waves arises as its source mechanism and propagation characteristics exhibit a wide range of variability in both spatial and temporal scales. In this regard, a very ambitious five year long national program known as 'ISRO's Middle Atmosphere Dynamics Program (MIDAS 2002-2007)' had been launched by Space Physics Laboratory (SPL) of Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), Trivandrum to explore the various aspects of middle atmospheric dynamics. One of the major objectives
of the MIDAS program is to divulge the salient characteristics of gravity waves, their climatology, their role in the generation and maintenance of QBO/SAO and coupling between various layers in the low latitude middle atmospheric region using ground-based remote sensing techniques like lidar and radars and in-situ observations such as balloon and rocket soundings. The present work is the first of its kind to delineate the propagation characteristics of gravity waves, their relation with source mechanisms and their forcing towards the generation of QBO and SAO in the stratopause and mesopause regions. The wind and temperature data in the middle atmospheric region collected from two low latitude Indian stations Trivandrum and Gadanki under MIDAS program have been used for the present study.

The results of these investigations presented in this thesis comprise of seven chapters. A brief introduction to the dynamics of equatorial and low latitude middle atmosphere is given in Chapter 1. Various probing techniques of the atmosphere which includes Rayleigh Lidar and MST Radar at National Atmospheric Research Laboratory, Gadanki and All-SKY SKiYMET Meteor wind radar along with High Altitude Balloon (HAB) and RH-200 rocket soundings at Trivandrum have been used effectively to achieve the aforementioned objectives. The details of experimental techniques and data analysis are discussed in Chapter 2. The results of the important investigations are discussed in Chapters 3-6. In Chapter 7, the major findings are summarized along with possible directions for further studies.
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